CEPHALOTAXUS HARRINGTONIA 'FASTIGIATA'

Common Name: Japanese Plum Yew

Pot Size: 3 g

A great substitute for traditional yews, these are 1/2 to 3/4 wide as tall. Heat and drought tolerant and deer resistant.

Current Height: 1-2' Mature size: 5-10';
Light: Sun/Shade; Soil: Dry/Moist

Price: $49.00
Stock: N/A
Tags: Deer Resistant, Drought Tolerant, Rabbit Resistant

CEPHALOTAXUS HARRINGTONIA 'PROSTRATA'

Common Name: Japanese Plum Yew

Pot Size: 3 g

Forms a low growing evergreen carpet, 'Prostrata' is great for soil retention on bank or at the foot of trees. New growth emerges as an attractive lighter green. Heat and drought tolerant, and deer resistant.

Current Height: 1' Mature size: 5-10'; Light: Sun/Shade; Soil: Dry/Moist

Price: $49.00
Stock: N/A
Tags: Deer Resistant, Drought Tolerant, Rabbit Resistant

CRYPTOMERIA JAPONICA DRAGON WARRIOR™

Common Name: Japanese Cedar

Pot Size: 3 g

Dwarf conifer grows slowly to form a small pyramid. Foliage is condensed to form a strong shape. Foliage remains green in the summer, turning a deep bronze in winter.

Current Height: 1-2' Mature size: 6-10';
Light: Sun/Part Sun; Soil: Moist Cultivar: 'SPg-3-005'

Price: $49.00
Stock: Out of stock
Tags: Deer Resistant, Rabbit Resistant, Dwarf and Miniature
**MICROBIOTA DECUSSATA**
**CELTIC PRIDE®**

Common Name: Siberian Cypress  
Pot Size: 1 g

Dwarf, evergreen conifer forms a low growing, shrubby groundcover with soft foliage resembling waves. Spreads to as much as 10 feet. In winter, foliage has an attractive purplish haze. Highly adaptable and hardy, this plant was selected to resist the tip dieback seen on previous varieties and to provide more uniform coverage. Easily tolerates droughts and cold temperatures.

Current Height: 1'  
Mature size: 2-3';  
Light: Sun/Part Sun;  
Soil: Moist  
Cultivar: 'Prides'

Price: $29.00  
Stock: N/A  
Tags: Deer Resistant, Drought Tolerant, Fall Foliage, Rabbit Resistant, Dwarf and Miniature

---

**TAXODIUM ASCENDENS**
**'NATIONAL ROAD'**

Common Name: Pond Cypress  
Pot Size: 5 g

Chosen and bred for its excellent cold tolerance, this selection also grows into a beautiful pyramid shape with branches covered in soft green ferny foliage that fades to amber and tan in the winter.

Current Size: 5-6'  
Mature size: 60';  
Light: Full/Part Sun;  
Soil: Moist/Wet

Price: $79.00  
Stock: N/A  
Tags: Fall Foliage, Native, Wet Soil

---

**TAXUS ×MEDIA STONEHENGE**
**SKINNY®**

Common Name: Yew  
Pot Size: 1 g

The narrowest, most space saving cultivar in this genus, a lush dense column of soft, evergreen foliage. A great additions to containers on small patios or entryways. It maintains a dark green foliage year round.

Current Height: 1'  
Mature Size: 6-8';  
Light: Full/Part Sun;  
Soil: Moist  
Cultivar: 'SMNTHDPE'

Price: $29.00  
Stock: N/A  
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